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In the personal realm, most Americans are thoughtful, caring, and generous.  We try to do our 

best by family and friends.  At times we’ll even stop to help another driver stranded with a roadside 
breakdown, or give some spare change to a stranger. But increasingly, a wall now separates each 
of us from the world outside, and from others who've likewise taken refuge in their own private 
sanctuaries. We've all but forgotten that public participation is the very soul of democratic 
citizenship, and how much it can enrich our lives. 

However, the reason for our wholesale retreat from social involvement is not, I believe, that 
most of us feel all is well with the world. I live in Seattle, a city with a seemingly unstoppable 
economy. Yet every time I go downtown I see men and women with signs saying "I'll work for 
food," or "Homeless vet. Please help." Their suffering diminishes me as a human being. I also 
travel extensively, doing research and giving lectures throughout the country. Except in the 
wealthiest of enclaves, people everywhere say, "Things are hard here." America's economic boom 
has passed many of us by. We struggle to live on meager paychecks. We worry about layoffs, 
random violence, the rising cost of health care, and the mis-education of our kids. Too stretched to 
save, uncertain about Social Security, many of us wonder just how we'll survive when we get old. 
We feel overwhelmed, we say, and helpless to change things. 

Even those of us who are economically comfortable seem stressed. We spend hours 
commuting on crowded freeways, and hours more at jobs whose demands never end. We 
complain that we don't have enough time left for families and friends. We worry about the kind of 
world we'll pass on to our grandchildren. Then we also shrug and say there's nothing we can do. 
To be sure, the issues we now face are complex—perhaps more so than in the past. How can we 
comprehend the moral implications of a world in which Nike pays Michael Jordan more to appear in 
its ads than it pays all the workers at its Indonesian shoe factories combined? Today the five hun-
dred richest people on the planet control more wealth than the bottom three billion, half of the 
human population. Is it possible even to grasp the process that led to this most extraordinary 
imbalance? More important, how do we even begin to redress it? 

Yet what leaves too many of us sitting on the sidelines is not only a lack of understanding of the 
complexities of our world. It's not only an absence of readily apparent ways to begin or resume 
public involvement. Certainly we need to decide for ourselves whether particular causes are wise 
or foolish—be they the politics of campaign finance reform, attempts to address the growing gap 
between rich and poor, or efforts to safeguard water, air, and wilderness. We need to identify and 
connect with worthy groups that take on these issues, whether locally or globally. But first we need 
to believe that our individual involvement is worthwhile, that what we might do in the public sphere 
will not be in vain. 

This means we face a challenge that is as much psychological as political. As the Ethiopian 
proverb says, "He who conceals his disease cannot be cured." We need to understand our cultural 
diseases of callousness, shortsightedness, and denial, and learn what it will take to heal our 
society and heal our souls. How did so many of us become convinced that we can do nothing to 
affect our common future? And how have some other Americans managed to remove the cataracts 
from their vision and work powerfully for change? 

When we do take a stand, we grow psychologically and spiritually. Pete Knutson is one of my 
oldest friends. During his twenty-five years as a commercial fisherman in Washington and Alaska, 
he's been forced, time and again, to respond to the steady degradation of salmon spawning 
grounds. "You'd have a hard time spawning, too, if you had a bulldozer in your bedroom," he says, 
explaining the destruction of once-rich salmon habitat by commercial development and timber 
industry clear-cutting. Pete could have simply accepted this degradation as fate, focusing on 
getting a maximum share of the dwindling fish populations. Instead, he's gradually built an alliance 
between Washington State fishermen, environmentalists, and Native American tribes, persuading 
them to work collectively to demand that the habitat be preserved and restored. 



The cooperation Pete created didn't come easy: Washington's fishermen were historically 
individualistic and politically mistrustful, more inclined, in Pete's judgment, "to grumble or blame the 
Indians than to act." Now, with their new allies, they began to push for cleaner spawning streams, 
preservation of the Endangered Species Act, and an increased flow of water over major regional 
dams to help boost salmon runs. But large industrial interests, such as the aluminum companies, 
feared that these measures would raise their electricity costs or restrict their opportunities for 
development. So a few years ago they bankrolled a statewide initiative to regulate fishing nets in a 
way that would eliminate small family fishing operations. 

"I think we may be toast," said Pete, when Initiative 640 first surfaced. In an Orwellian twist, its 
backers even presented the initiative as environmentally friendly, to mislead casual voters. It was 
called "Save Our Sealife," although fishermen soon rechristened it "Save Our Smelters." At first, 
those opposing 640 thought they had no chance of success: They were outspent, outstaffed, 
outgunned. Similar initiatives had already passed in Florida, Louisiana, and Texas, backed by 
similar industrial interests. I remember Pete sitting in a Seattle tavern with two fisherman friends, 
laughing bitterly and saying, "The three of us are going to take on the aluminum companies? We're 
going to beat Reynolds and Kaiser?" 

But they refused to give up. Instead, Pete and his coworkers systematically enlisted the 
region's major environmental groups to campaign against the initiative. They worked with the 
media to explain the larger issues at stake. And they focused public attention on the measure's 
powerful financial backers, and their interest in its outcome. On election night, November 1995, 
Initiative 640 was defeated throughout the state. White fishermen, Native American activists, and 
Friends of the Earth staffers threw their arms around each other in victory. "I'm really proud of you, 
Dad," Pete's twelve-year-old son kept repeating. Pete was stunned. 

"Everyone felt it was hopeless," Pete said, looking back. "But if we were going to lose, I wanted 
at least to put up a good fight. And we won because of all the earlier work we'd done, year after 
year, to build up our environ mental relationships, get some credibility, and show that we weren't 
just in it for ourselves." 

We often think of social involvement as noble but impractical. Yet as Pete's story attests, it can 
serve enlightened self-interest and the interests of others simultaneously, while giving us a sense 
of connection and purpose nearly impossible to find in purely private life. "It takes energy to act," 
said Pete. "But it's more draining to bury your anger, convince yourself you're powerless, and 
swallow whatever's handed to you. The times I've compromised my integrity and accepted 
something I shouldn't, the ghosts of my choices have haunted me. When you get involved in 
something meaningful, you make your life count. What you do makes a difference. It blows my 
mind that we beat 640 starting out with just a small group of people who felt it was wrong to tell 
lies." 

In fighting to save the environment and his economic livelihood, Pete strengthened his own 
soul. How the rest of us might achieve something similar is not always clear. We often don't know 
where to start. Most of us would like to see people treated more justly, to have the earth accorded 
the respect it deserves, and to feel less pressure in our lives. But we find it hard to imagine having 
much of a role in this process. We mistrust our own ability to make a difference. The magnitude of 
the issues at hand, coupled with this sense of powerlessness, has led far too many of us to 
conclude that social involvement isn't worth the cost. 

Such resignation isn't an innate response, or the creation of some inevitable fate. Rather, it's 
what psychologists call learned helplessness. Society has systematically taught us to ignore the ills 
we see, and leave them to others to handle. Understandably, we find it unsettling even to think 
about crises as huge and profound in their implications as the extinction of species, depletion of 
the ozone layer, and destruction of the rainforests. Or the desperate poverty that blights entire 
neighborhoods in our nation's largest cities. We're led to believe that if we can't solve every one of 
these kinds of problems, we shouldn't bother to become socially active at all. We're also taught to 
doubt our voice—to feel we lack either the time to properly learn and articulate the issues we care 
about, or the standing to speak out and be heard. To get socially involved, we believe, requires 
almost saint like judgment, confidence, and character—a standard we can never meet. Whatever 



impulses toward involvement we might have, they're dampened by a culture that demeans 
idealism, enshrines cynicism, and makes us feel naive for caring about our fellow human beings or 
the planet we inhabit. . . . 

 
Learned Helplessness 
 
America's prevailing culture of cynicism insists that nothing we do can matter. It teaches us not 

to get involved in shaping the world we'll pass on to our children. It encourages us to leave such 
important decisions to others—whether they be corporate and government leaders, or social 
activists whose lifestyles seem impossibly selfless or foreign. Sadly, and ironically, in a country 
born of a democratic political revolution, to be American today is to be apolitical. Civic withdrawal 
has become our norm. To challenge this requires courage. It also requires creating a renewed 
definition of ourselves as citizens—something closer to the nation of active stakeholders that lead-
ers like Thomas Jefferson had in mind. 

The importance of citizens' direct participation in a democracy was expressed thousands of 
years ago, by the ancient Greeks. In fact, they used the word "idiot" for people incapable of 
involving themselves in civic life. Now, the very word "political" has become so debased in our 
culture that we use it to describe either trivial office power plays or the inherently corrupt world of 
elected leaders. We've lost sight of its original roots in the Greek notion of the polls: the democratic 
sphere in which citizens, acting in concert, determine the character and direction of their society. 
"All persons alike," wrote Aristotle, should share "in the government to the utmost." . . . 

 
Bowling Alone 
 
Creating any kind of activist community is harder when the civic associations and institutions 

that might once have offered a foundation have themselves eroded. In a much-discussed article, 
"Bowling Alone," (see Chapter 4) the Harvard political theorist Robert Putnam observes that during 
the past thirty years Americans have steadily reduced their participation not only in voting, but also 
in traditional forms of community involvement, such as the PTA, the League of Women Voters, 
unions, mainstream churches, the Boy Scouts and Campfire Girls, and service clubs like the Lions 
and Kiwanis. We've squandered the "social capital" that allows people to work together effectively 
to pursue shared objectives. As a strangely poignant example of this trend, Putnam notes that local 
bowling leagues have seen a 40 percent decline in membership since 1980. During the same 
period, however, the number of individuals who actually bowl has risen until it now exceeds the 
numbers who vote in congressional elections. These trends bode ill for American democracy, 
Putnam argues, because the more socially isolated our citizens become, the fewer chances they 
have for the kinds of civic conversations that fuel involvement in crucial public concerns. 

Putnam's critics, like Atlantic Monthly writer Nicholas Lemann, have argued that citizens are still 
just as likely to get involved in community social networks, but that as America's population shifts 
toward the suburbs, the networks have changed form. Youth soccer leagues, in which parents par-
ticipate on the weekends, are booming, he says. So are Internet discussion groups and self-help 
associations like Alcoholics Anonymous. Organizations from NOW and the Sierra Club to the NRA 
and the Christian Coalition have taken the place of the old political machines.1 Such examples 
notwithstanding, I remain convinced by Putnam's basic proposition, that civic involvement has 
dropped off significantly. In a follow-up article, Putnam examines a number of possible causes for 
the decline, including suburbanization, the increased numbers of women in the workforce, and the 
general demands of modern life. While most of these factors seem to play some role, they don't 
account for the fact that the decline cuts across cities and suburbs, the married and the single, 
working men, working women, and stay-at-home moms. The key change during the past fifty 
years, Putnam concludes, is the steadily increasing influence of television. Regardless of 
background or current circumstances, the more people watch TV, he finds, the less they involve 
themselves in civic activities of any kind, and the more mistrusting and pessimistic they become 
about human nature. As their sense of connectedness and common purpose erodes, they find it 



easy to scapegoat others, to view the world in prejudicial and unforgiving terms, and to believe that 
ordinary citizens can do nothing to shape the history of our time. This is all the more troubling given 
that extensive TV watching now begins in early childhood; taking up as much time among average 
kids aged nine to fourteen as all other discretionary activities combined. For many adults, TV has 
gradually replaced nearly every social activity outside the home. 

It worries me that so many of us now sit alone for hours on end, passive spectators, paying 
more attention to the strangers on the screen than to the real people next door. What are the 
consequences for ourselves and our society? The greatest misfortune, in my view, is that by 
focusing so much on stories scripted by others, we forfeit the opportunity to create our own. 

 
Fishing Together 
 
Whatever the reasons for our declining civic involvement, we need to rebuild local communities 

even as we work to expand their vision. Pete Knutson took this approach in working with his fellow 
fishermen: First he helped create a cohesive community; then he involved its members in larger 
public issues. Pete, the son of a plainspoken Lutheran minister, grew up in the hardscrabble mill 
town of Everett, Washington. He had a Barry Goldwater poster on his wall, "because Goldwater 
spoke his mind."2 At first Pete supported the Vietnam War, and even got a jingoistic letter 
published on the Everett Herald's youth page. His views changed as friends who'd enlisted came 
back, feeling betrayed, and told him, "Don't believe anything the military tells you. They always lie." 
Before long, Pete was organizing an antiwar moratorium at his high school; then he went off to 
Stanford, and became the only draft-age man to testify before Congress. He even got his fifteen 
minutes of fame on the national news, after Strom Thurmond stormed out when Pete had the 
audacity to ask a Senate committee, "If you're so eager to fight this war, why don't you pick up an 
Ml6 and lead the first wave?" 

Pete began fishing to work his way through school. Soon, fishing became a way of life, as he 
bought his own boat, with borrowed money, to support his wife and two young sons. Because he 
knew his fellow fishermen were powerless in isolation, he helped build the Puget Sound Gillnetters' 
Association, which enabled members to market fish jointly, lobby on laws that affected them, and 
gain leverage against the giant canneries. "I felt we had to trust each other," he says. "If we didn't, 
we had no chance." The association became a base through which fishermen gradually became 
conversant with large ecological issues, such as the destruction of salmon habitat, upon whose 
outcome their livelihoods depended. 

Pete worked steadily to bridge the gap between fishermen and the generally more middle-class 
environmentalists. That was no easy task, given long-standing mutual mistrust fed by class divides 
and stereotypes. Yet a coalition did in fact emerge, and the fishermen brought a powerful blue-
collar presence to issues like the Endangered Species Act and habitat protection. When President 
Clinton visited Seattle for a Pacific Rim trade conference, a parade of fishing boats joined with 
Greenpeace activists to challenge his environmental timidity. Both Pete's ethical stand and pride in 
craft were evoked by the bumper sticker on his truck: "Jesus Was a Gillnetter." 

This hard-won and unexpected alliance proved critical when Initiative 640 threatened to shut 
down the gillnetters' operations by banning the nets they used. The fishermen held joint press 
conferences with the now-supportive environmental groups, picketed a pleasure-boat company 
that was a prime initial backer of the initiative, and generally refused to succumb quietly to their 
opponents' well-financed campaign. They survived because Pete, along with a few others, had 
helped change their vision from one of enlightened self-interest to a more complex and sustainable 
ethic, best summed up when he spoke of nurturing the salmon habitat "so my kids can fish, too, 
and everyone's children can inherit a healthy planet." First the fishermen learned to work together, 
then to reach beyond their own ranks. Building their association's internal cohesion made it easier 
for them to tackle difficult issues later on. . . . 

 
 
 



The Fullness of Time 
 
However we promote social change, we do so in time: We link past, present, and future in our 

attempts to create a better world. Some historical eras, however, seem more pregnant with 
possibility than others. . . . 

The 1960s were marked by a ... sense of urgency and creative ferment. Ordinary people 
worldwide challenged entrenched institutions and policies. They talked of realizing a more humane 
and generous future. These movements then collapsed because of powerful opposition, their 
participants' exhaustion, and some dangerous moments of arrogance. But for a time, people 
unleashed powerful dreams. 

Our lives today are hardly stagnant. We have access to a world of food, music, sights, sounds, 
and healing traditions. We can log onto Websites from Bangkok and Reykjavik to Nairobi and 
Calcutta. As technology changes by leaps and bounds, it alters our lives and the earth at an almost 
incomprehensible pace. So does the relentless global economy. Change happens so fast we can 
barely keep up. 

But politically, we often feel powerless, incapable of moving forward. We may have witnessed 
citizens fighting for democracy in the streets of Prague, Berlin, and Moscow, Tiananmen Square 
and Soweto, Manila, and Jakarta. But we saw them from a distance on TV. People risked their 
lives to have a say in their common future, but the lessons seemed remote from our world. They 
didn't apply to us. Not here, and certainly not now. 

It's tempting to gaze back longingly toward the most dramatic periods of history, while 
disdaining our own era as unheroic and meaningless. "People seem so stuck these days," says 
Ginny Nicarthy. "But things looked pretty grim in the late 1950s too, when I first got involved. A 
dozen of us would picket the bomb shelters or stores that were racist in their hiring, and people 
would yell at us, tell us to 'Go back to Russia,' 'Go back to your kitchen, where you belong.' There 
were no clear reasons to believe that we could change things, but somehow we did. We leaped 
forward, started the ball rolling, and built enough political mass that it kept going. Maybe we need 
to do that again." 

Seeding the ground for the next round of highly visible social progress will take work. Yet major 
gains for human dignity are possible, even in seemingly resistant times. Indeed, our efforts may be 
even more critical now than in periods when the whole world seems to be watching. 

 
The Turnings of History 
 
Historical contexts can change shape suddenly and dramatically. As Vaclav Havel wrote before 

the epochal Eastern European revolutions, "Hope is not prognostication."3 Richard Flacks 
remembers visiting Berkeley in September 1964 and hearing members of the activist student group 
SDS complain that their fellow students were almost terminally apathetic, uncaring, and passive. 
They said that nothing they could try would work. A few weeks later, the free speech movement 
erupted. 

We can never predict when a historical mood will suddenly shift and new hopes and 
possibilities emerge. But we do know that this shift won't occur unless someone takes action. 
Recall the struggle of Susan B. Anthony. She labored her entire life for women's suffrage, then 
died fourteen years before it was achieved. Thirty years ago, few would have thought that the 
Soviet bloc would crumble, thanks in part to the persistence of individuals from Havel to Lech 
Walesa and Andrei Sakharov, who voiced prophetic truths despite all costs. Few would have 
thought that South Africa would become a democracy, with Nelson Mandela its president. Few 
would have imagined that women throughout the world would begin to insist on shaping their own 
destiny. Major victories for human dignity rarely come easily or quickly. But they do come. 

"When nothing seems to help," said the early twentieth-century reformer Jacob Riis, "I go and 
look at a stonecutter hammering away at his rock perhaps a hundred times without as much as a 
crack showing in it. Yet at the hundred and first blow it will split in two, and I know it was not that 
blow that did it—but all that had gone before." . . . 



 
Faith and Hope 
 
Even if the past holds no guarantees for the future, we can still take heart from previous 

examples of courage and vision. We can draw hope from those who came before us, to whom we 
owe so much. We can remember that history unfolds in ways we can never predict, but that again 
and again bring astounding transformations, often against the longest of odds. Our strength can 
come, as I've suggested, from a radical stubbornness, from savoring the richness of our journey, 
and from the victories we win and the lives that we change. We can draw on the community we 
build. 

More than anything, activists religious and secular keep going because participation is 
essential to their dignity, to their very identity, to the person they see in the mirror. To stay silent, 
they say, would be self-betrayal, a violation of their soul. Plainly stated, it would feel cheap and 
tacky. "That's why we were put here on this earth," they stress again and again. "What better thing 
can you do with your life?" "There'll be nobody like you ever again," says veteran environmentalist 
David Brower. "Make the most of every molecule you've got, as long as you've got a second to go. 
That's your charge." 

This means responding to the ills of our time with what Rabbi Abraham Heschel once called "a 
persistent effort to be worthy of the name human." A technical editor who chaired her local 
Amnesty International chapter felt demeaned just by knowing about incidents of torture. To do 
something about it helped her recover her spirit. "When you stand in front of the Creator," says 
Carol McNulty, "you want to say, 'I tried to make a difference.' It isn't going to be what kind of car I 
had or how big a house. I'd like to think I tried." 

Being true to oneself in this fashion doesn't eradicate human destructiveness. We need to live, 
as Albert Camus suggests, with a "double memory—a memory of the best and the worst.  We can’t 
deny the cynicism and callousness of which humans are capable.  We also can’t deny the courage 
and compassion that offer us hope.  It’s our choice which characteristics we’ll steer our lives by. .  . 

 
 
 
 
 
1. NOW is an acronym for the National Organization for Women; NRA is an acronym for the National Rifle 

Association. 
2. Barry Coldwater, a founder of modern American conservatism and a senator from Arizona, was the Republican 

candidate for president in 1964. 
3. Vaclav Havel, a prominent playwright and a dissident during communist rule in Czechoslovakia, is now president 

of the Czech Republic. 


